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We have recently conducted a broad review of authorities such as case law, statutory law,
administrative orders  and opinion letters, research reports and law review articles in order to
develop a better understanding of the ways in which special education obligations, such as local
educational agency (“LEA”) responsibilities, currently apply to charter schools.  This article
presents the results of that review and provides a number of policy options  based on our
analysis. 

BACKGROUND
Charter schools are public schools, authorized under the laws of many states, which are

freed from most state and local laws governing schools so that they are free to create innovative
educational programs focused on a particular educational approach or mission.  In exchange for
this autonomy, they are required under their contract, or charter, with their authorizing agency to
demonstrate positive academic results within a relatively short period of time usually ranging
from three to five years.  Charter schools do not charge tuition – they receive public funding
from district, state and federal sources attributable to each enrolled student.  

In order to allow charter schools to innovate, states and localities have exempted them
from many of the restrictions that they impose on conventional public schools, but waivers do
not extend to federal law.  Particularly in the area of special education, federal laws can impose
very substantial obligations and restrictions on charter schools.  Because most state charter laws
do not address these obligations in great detail; federal disability laws in general were enacted
before the advent of charter schools; and courts have so far said very little on this point, the link
between charters and special education is murky.  In part, this is a problem of timing -- special
education mandates predate charter school laws.  As one commentator has put it: “This problem,
common in law, is one of determining how to apply preexisting legal mandates -- in this case,
federal disability law -- to new legal entities and in light of new policy objectives -- here, charter
schools and deregulation.”

This much is clear: charter schools must be inclusive.  Except in the most extreme
circumstances, charter schools are not allowed to restrict the admission of students with
disabilities.  Charter schools are not permitted to limit the participation of students with
disabilities in their programs unless some limitation is called for in a child’s individual education
plan (“IEP”) (such as resource room or other pull-out services).  Because charter schools thrive
on autonomy and, by their nature, put primary emphasis on mission, such extrinsic obligations
and inflexible requirements can present them with serious challenges.

The federal government offers state education agencies (“SEAs”) funding through the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (the “IDEA”) to help meet the needs of children with
disabilities.  The IDEA is the primary federal statute defining the rights and procedures afforded
to students with disabilities and their parents and provides funding to assist states in providing
appropriate services.  SEAs that accept IDEA funds must comply with many substantive and
procedural requirements and are ultimately responsible for making sure that all eligible children
within the state receive the services, benefits and accommodations to which are they entitled
under the law.   States receiving IDEA funding (all states currently do so) empower LEAs to
implement its requirements in a particular locality.  LEAs are most commonly school districts,
but the regulations implementing the IDEA explicitly state that the statutory definition of an LEA
includes “a public charter school that is established as an LEA under state law.”
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Whether or not a particular charter school is considered to be an independent LEA and,
therefore, obligated to directly bear the costs and obligations that come with providing special
education services, depends largely on the level of independence afforded to charter schools
under a state’s charter law.    In some states, such as Ohio and Pennsylvania, the charter law
establishes each charter school as a separate and independent LEA.  In other states, such as
Colorado and Alaska, the charter law states that the local public school district remains the LEA
and that charter schools operate as schools within that district.  In still others, such as California,
individual charter schools are allowed to choose whether they will operate as part of a larger
district or more independently.

Some states have taken a middle path calling for shared responsibilities between local
districts and charter schools. In New York, for example, the local district remains the LEA, and is
required to generate and oversee student IEPs; charter schools are charged with implementing
them.  In Massachusetts, charter schools are obligated to provide special education services to
students with mild to moderate disabilities, but the local district retains responsibility for seeing
to the needs of students with more profound (and often profoundly expensive) disabilities.   In
the District of Columbia, the charter law is silent on the specific responsibilities of charter
schools to provide special education to students with disabilities.  It is in the policy and
procedure manual of the District of Columbia Public Schools  (“DCPS”) where the relationship
between charter schools and the district regarding special education is described.  In D.C.,
charter schools are LEAs for all purposes except special education, where they have a choice.
 Charter schools may choose to be considered either a “non-LEA” or an “independent LEA” with
regard to special education.  DCPS policy gives those schools that opt for independent LEA
status responsibility for evaluation, placement and provision of all services required under
student IEPs.  Those that choose to become non-LEA charter schools with regard to special
education receive evaluation services from DCPS but are responsible for provision of all
placement and required services.  In both types of schools, if a student’s needs are such that
placement in a “non-public or special day school” is approved by the IEP team, then DCPS will
assume responsibility for that student.  

LEA status can have important ramifications for a charter school.  Those schools treated
under state law as independent LEAs have the benefit of autonomy from district control but the
burden of responsibility for special education costs.  Should a student with low-incidence, high-
cost disabilities enroll, the associated costs could run to tens of thousands of dollars per year,
potentially bankrupting a small school.  Independent LEA charter schools must find a way to
fund such services, whether they are provided at the charter school itself, or through a private
placement.  In contrast, where the local public school district remains the LEA, it bears the
responsibility for high-cost services.  Given the limited budget and scale of most charter schools,
such costs and services can be much more difficult to accommodate for charters than they are for
a district.  Districts, particularly larger ones, generally have greater resources than charter
schools and can often economize by spreading specialized resources among their schools -- i.e.,
pooling resources for visually impaired students at one location and resources for hearing-
impaired students at another.    

The burdens associated with special education obligations have led to charges that certain
charter schools have attempted to avoid enrolling and/or adequately meeting the needs of
students with disabilities. We have encountered no evidence that this is a widespread problem,
however, and in fact, the opposite is frequently the case -- there are charter schools across the
United States specifically designed to meet the needs of children with disabilities (i.e. The Child
Development Center of the Hamptons Charter School (N.Y.); The School for Arts in Learning
Public Charter School (Wash. D.C.); Summit Academy Community School for Alternative
Learners (OH); The New Visions School (MN)).  
 

LEGAL LANDSCAPE
Together with the equal protection and due process guarantees provided by the 14th

Amendment to the Constitution, three federal statutes collectively provide the primary basis for
special education requirements:  Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (“Section 504”),
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and the IDEA.
The IDEA

The IDEA is the primary federal law addressing the education of students of with



special education requirements:  Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (“Section 504”),
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and the IDEA.
The IDEA

The IDEA is the primary federal law addressing the education of students of with
disabilities.  It has a civil rights component, but unlike Section 504 and the ADA, the IDEA is
primarily a grant program (as noted above, all states receive IDEA funding and so all are subject
to its requirements).  Its primary concern is to ensure that students with disabilities receive the
special education and related services they need in order to be able to attend and benefit from
public education.  The IDEA entitles students to an individualized assessment and to an
individualized education program (“IEP”) where special services are appropriate.  It also requires
that students with disabilities be educated in the least restrictive environment (“LRE”)
appropriate for their needs, and states that all students are entitled to a free and appropriate
public education (“FAPE”) regardless of disability.

As noted above, the regulations implementing the IDEA specifically state that a
charter school may be an independent LEA. The 1997 Amendments to the IDEA make it clear
that a charter school may also be a school within a district LEA.  The IDEA requires districts to
treat non- LEA charter schools equitably -- a district must “serve children with disabilities
attending those schools in the same manner as it serves children with disabilities in its other
schools” and provide funds to charter schools within the district “in the same manner as it
provides those funds to its other schools.”

The IDEA Regulations further define the ways that LEA provisions apply to
charter schools.  Section 300.312 states that independent charter schools are “responsible for
ensuring” that FAPE is provided to students with disabilities, while the district retains this
obligation with regard to non-LEA charter schools.  Section 300.600 makes it clear, however,
that, regardless of which local entity bears such responsibility for implementation of special
services, the SEA retains ultimately responsibility for ensuring that proper services are provided.
Section 504

 Section 504 is a civil rights statute that prohibits discrimination solely on the basis of
disability against individuals otherwise qualified to participate in programs and activities
receiving federal funds.   Its coverage is broader than that of the IDEA, since it applies to
students with any physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life
activities (e.g., diabetes, contagious diseases, and Attention Deficit Disorder). Section 504
applies to any recipient of federal education funding.  Its non-discrimination requirements are
greater than those of the IDEA.  Whereas the IDEA focuses mainly on assuring that an individual
student’s educational needs are met, Section 504 seeks to ensure that individuals with disabilities
are not excluded from offerings and programs that are educational or ancillary, however
distinctive or specialized, and that they receive the services and modifications necessary for them
to participate in these programs on an equal basis.
The ADA

 The ADA,  like Section 504, is a civil rights statute that seeks to eliminate discrimination
against individuals with disabilities in both public and private institutions, as well as in
transportation, telecommunications and a variety of other areas.  The ADA requires that
“reasonable accommodations” be provided to individuals with a demonstrated need.  Like
Section 504, the ADA’s focus on non-discrimination separates it from the IDEA and makes it a
tool for challenging any inequities in access to school programs, however distinctive those
programs may be.
Statutory Limits on Inclusiveness

In many respects, the IDEA, the ADA and Section 504 impose similar requirements on
schools.  Notably, each of these laws allocates responsibilities to SEAs and LEAs, requires that
FAPE be provided to all students and that reasonable accommodations be given where needed to
meet the requirements of a particular program. Section 504 and the ADA, in particular are so
similar in scope and purpose that they are often treated together by courts and commentators.
Under Section 504, federal fund recipients such as schools must make appropriate
accommodations “unless the recipient can demonstrate that the accommodation would impose an
undue hardship on the operation of its program.” The ADA contains similar language, requiring
an entity such as a school to provide reasonable accommodations except where the modifications
would fundamentally alter the nature of its service, program or activity. As will be discussed
below, these are very high thresholds, and cost, while a viable factor in certain circumstances,
may not be an exclusive one.  Moreover, it appears that an LEA may not claim an undue
hardship or complain of a fundamental alteration with regard to providing FAPE.
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INTERPRETATION & APPLICATION TO CHARTER SCHOOLS
Despite the importance to charter schools of special education issues in general, and of

LEA concerns in particular, courts and commentators have provided little guidance to date.  We
have located only a few relevant law review articles, and judicial opinions addressing the scope
of these obligations have only very recently begun to appear in the case record.   The overarching
question is this -- where charter schools have the burden of providing special education services,
what is the scope of that obligation?
Authorities and Resources

There is a small but growing record of court decisions touching on various aspects of
special education and charter schools.  Some of these cases address charter schools specifically,
while others speak to obligations and restrictions applicable to charter schools. We will discuss
each of these cases in this article.  There are also a number of relevant administrative opinion
memos and letters issued publicly by governmental entities such as the U.S. Department of
Education’s Office of Civil Rights and the Justice Department’s Civil Rights Division or to
individuals who have submitted questions in writing.  While such administrative
pronouncements do not carry the weight of case law, they do have precedential value,
particularly in the absence of any judicial rulings on point.  We will discuss several of these
resources as well.  

Within the last year, several major research projects have published reports addressing
special education in charter schools.  These included “Charter Schools and Students with
Disabilities:  A National Study,” a two-year study completed in 2000, conducted by Westat, led
by Thomas Fiore and funded by the U.S. Department of Education.  The Fiore study looked at a
sample of 32 charter schools and examined the ways in which they are working with students
with disabilities. More relevant for our purposes is the work done by Project SEARCH (Special
Education as Requirements in Charter Schools), another study funded by the U.S. Department of
Education.  Project SEARCH was a 3-year (1999-2001) qualitative research project investigating
the status of policies regarding children with disabilities in charter schools. It focused in
particular on examining the links between charter schools and other components of the
educational system and the ways that such links can impact the ability of charter schools to serve
the needs of students with disabilities.  One part of this analysis involved an in-depth review of
the relevant policies and practices in 15 states.  These findings were published separately in
February 2000 in a report entitled “Charter Schools and Special Education: Balancing Disparate
Visions.” The work of Project SEARCH indicates that the stronger the link between charter
schools and districts and other resources, the fewer problems charters encounter in meeting their
special education obligations. It also indicates that charter schools and districts frequently
struggle to determine where special education obligations begin and end.  

Legal scholarship directly on-point is scant, but at least two articles have been published
within the last several years that address the link between charter schools and special education.
 The first of these was “Schools Without Rules? Charter Schools, Federal Disability Law, and the
Paradoxes of Deregulation,” published by Professor Jay P. Heubert in 1997. To date, Heubert’s
article offers the most thorough and comprehensive analysis of the nature and ramifications of
the LEA designation in the context of charter schools and special education.  He makes it clear
that in states where charter schools are regarded as independent LEAs, federal special education
laws should apply to them with the same force that they would apply to a district, even though
charter schools may lack the resources to provide such services. Heubert frames the basic
problem and challenge well: “The charter school experiment is threatened as much by extra costs
and legal duties as it would be if charter schools had less of a legal obligation to serve children
with disabilities.” In a slightly more recent (1998) article entitled “Charter Schools’ Legal
Responsibilities Toward Children with Disabilities,” Professor Joseph R. McKinney quickly
covers much of the same turf, and also addresses the impact of the 1997 IDEA Amendments on
charter schools. Notably, McKinney points out that by requiring districts to serve and fund non-
independent charter schools within their catchment area in the same ways that they serve and
fund other district schools, the 1997 IDEA Amendments make it clear that the district remains
“ultimately responsible for ensuring FAPE and guaranteeing procedural protections” to students
with disabilities. He also raises the question of whether the provision of IDEA funds to district



fund other district schools, the 1997 IDEA Amendments make it clear that the district remains
“ultimately responsible for ensuring FAPE and guaranteeing procedural protections” to students
with disabilities. He also raises the question of whether the provision of IDEA funds to district
charter schools implies that such schools have some responsibility to provide special services to
their students.
LEA Status in the Courts

It is worth noting that at least one federal court has treated an independent charter school
as the equivalent of a separate school district with regard to special education obligations, in
keeping with the IDEA and a state charter law.  In Thompson v. Bd. of the Special School Dist.
No. 1, the 8th Circuit Court of Appeals was presented with an appeal by parents of a Minnesota
student with special needs seeking to overturn a lower court ruling rejecting their claim that the
child’s former school failed to provide adequate services under the IDEA.  They claimed that the
boy had been denied adequate services by the regular public school he used to attend; at the time
of the suit he was enrolled in a charter school that, according to the parents, was adequately
serving his needs.  Under the  Minnesota charter law, charter schools are independent LEAs.
 The  8th Circuit upheld the ruling below dismissing the suit, reasoning that they should have
complained about the district school while their son was still in it, because the charter school is a
separate district.  As such, he cannot seek redress for injuries experienced in a different district.
 The court took it as a given that the charter school was a fully independent LEA and that such
status was lawful and appropriate.  The court also noted that plaintiff argued that “the 1997 IDEA
Amendments impose an obligation on local school districts to provide the same services for
charter school students as it does its own.” The court simply stated that it did not need to decide
that issue.  We would point out that what the 1997 IDEA Amendments say is that charter schools
that are not independent LEAs are entitled to such equitable treatment by their district, so
plaintiff’s argument was misconceived.  In any event, the Thompson case can be read to stand
for the proposition that the LEA obligations of independent charter schools will stand up in court.
 
Finding the Limits of Charter Schools’ Special Education Obligations

If charter schools are to be held to their LEA obligations, it is essential to know what the
limits of those obligations are.  
Parental Choice 

One important consideration is parental choice.  The special education obligations of a
charter school are directly tied to the needs and volume of students with disabilities whose
parents seek to have them placed there.  Parents seeking to enroll their child in a charter school
generally must participate in a blind admissions lottery.  If the child is selected, he or she is
entitled to enroll, regardless of disability.  This is true even if the charter school does not have a
program in place that is appropriate for the child.  At least one case indicates that the relevant
consideration for a charter or other public school is not whether the school currently operates a
program that is appropriate for a particular student, but whether it could. A charter school could
not, then, turn down a student seeking to transfer into its program unless the school is not even
capable of proving the needed services.  It is not clear under what circumstances a charter school
could make such a showing.  

But there is an important restriction applicable here that emanates from special education
law and not from charter school obligations per se.  While charter schools are, by definition,
schools of choice, parents are not entitled to determine a child’s special education placement on
their own.  The IDEA precludes parents from unilaterally making such placement decisions
(unless they choose to move from a school district or pay tuition).  Rather, it is the IEP team that
has the responsibility for determining appropriate placements and the SEA that has the ultimate
responsibility for ensuring that each child’s special education needs are met.

In Timothy H. and Brenda H. v. Cedar Rapids School District, parents of a profoundly
handicapped daughter claimed that her rights under Section 504 had been violated when the
 local school district refused to pay the substantial cost for transportation to a high school
elsewhere in the district.  The parents did not claim that the local high school failed to offer
adequate services, but they preferred the other school.  The court (once again, the 8th Circuit
Court of Appeals) reversed a district court opinion that ruled in favor of the parents. The
appellate court did so because it found no evidence of discrimination and because it believed that
to “open up the door to the commitment of what appears to be unnecessary expenditures of
substantial district resources to solely respond to parental preference would seem to place an
unfair burden on local districts.”  It further found that, even assuming the district had an
obligation here, the suggested accommodation -- the establishment of a new bus route just for



to “open up the door to the commitment of what appears to be unnecessary expenditures of
substantial district resources to solely respond to parental preference would seem to place an
unfair burden on local districts.”  It further found that, even assuming the district had an
obligation here, the suggested accommodation -- the establishment of a new bus route just for
this child -- would be an unreasonable burden and a fundamental alteration of its intra-district
transfer program.  Similarly, in Urban v. Jefferson Cnty. School Dist. R-1, parents sought to have
their severely disabled son educated at their local high school rather than at the somewhat more
distant one he had been attending (which had an appropriate program for the boy already in
place).  The court there refused to allow parental preference to dictate the change in placement.
 The court pointed out that, while the IDEA expresses a general preference for placement at a
neighborhood school, “[t]here is no right under the IDEA or Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act for such a right of mandatory placement.”  Rather, the court said, a student’s placement
decisions should be left to the IEP staffing team.
       Neither of these cases deals with charter schools, but principles they express would seem to
apply with full force in the charter context as well.  The only caveat relates to the distinctiveness
of a charter school’s program and the impact this may have on the applicability of Section 504
and ADA.  We will turn to that shortly.
Impact of Transfer to Charter Program

It is important to note that the full scope of IEP team responsibilities regarding the
transfer of students with existing IEPs to charter programs is not clear.  At least one  authority
has maintained that, “[i]f a parent chooses to send a child to a charter school, the IEP team must
determine whether appropriate programming can be provided there.”  This may be an extreme
position -- we have not located any authorities directly requiring such pre-placement review.
 Certainly, an SEA is obligated to meet the identified needs of each child and cannot do so by
allowing placement in a school that is incapable of implementing a child’s IEP.  Under the IDEA
Regulations, if a child with a disability moves from one “public agency” to another in the same
state, “the state and its public agencies have an ongoing responsibility to ensure that…  the child
has available special education and related services in conformity with an IEP.”  In the case of an
initial assessment and placement, the Regulations specify that the public agency has 30 days in
which to meet to develop an IEP, but they do not impose a similar time restriction where there is
merely a potential change in placement.    

In practice, an assessment by the IEP team as to whether the charter school can meet a
child’s needs as expressed in the IEP may not actually occur until the child is already accepted by
and perhaps enrolled in a charter school.  For example, a parent may submit a child’s name in the
school’s lottery and receive an offer to enroll.  If, as is often the case, the child begins attending
the charter school before the IEP team convenes to assess the placement and identify the ways in
which the child’s needs will be met in the new setting, a change in physical setting, and possibly
a change in special education placement, will have already taken place.  If the IEP team does not
convene until the child has been accepted by or enrolled in an independent charter school, it may
be the charter school’s obligation to constitute and convene the IEP team.

Pennsylvania provides an instructive example.  In Pennsylvania, where charter schools
are independent LEAs, the Department of Education has issued special education guidelines for
charter schools that pose and answer a series of questions, including the following: Question:
“What happens when a child with an IEP at a public school is accepted by a charter school?”
 Answer: “… the charter school would implement the existing IEP to the extent possible, or
implement an interim IEP agreed to by parents until a new IEP could be developed.”  This
pragmatic approach seems to presume that parents have the complete discretion to choose a
charter program for their child and, if the child is awarded a place through the admission lottery,
that the school will be able to meet the child’s needs whatever they are.  This appears to conflict
with the position taken by McKinney.
The Uniqueness of  Charter School Programs

Given their mission focus and freedom to innovate, charter schools often develop
relatively unique educational programs.  Such uniqueness may create heightened obligations for
charter schools with regard to providing special education services.  Generally speaking, the
more distinctive a program, the less likely it is that there is any other school that could serve as a
substitute.  Section 504 may entitle students with disabilities to equal access to the program, and,
in the absence of a more accessible substitute, the program itself may have to be made
accessible, perhaps at substantial cost.  

On the other hand, even a unique charter school may not be required to make
modifications that undercut the core of its program.   Courts have found that under Section 504
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modifications that undercut the core of its program.   Courts have found that under Section 504
“accommodations are not reasonable if they impose ‘undue financial and administrative burdens’
or if they require a fundamental alteration in the nature of the program.’”  This threshold is not
easily met, however.  For example, in Burriola v. Greater Toledo YMCA, a recent non-charter
school case, the parents of a child with autism sought to force a preschool that had cut the child
out of its program to reinstate him and provide appropriate accommodations under Section 504
and ADA.  The court held that the school had discriminated against the boy and found the
accommodations -- staff training and certain instructional supports -- to be far from burdensome,
of minimal cost or administrative inconvenience, and not of a sort that would fundamentally alter
the school’s program.  The burdens such accommodations would impose on the school were
deemed well below the high threshold imposed by these laws.

The Burriola court made two determinations which are worth noting in this regard.  One
is that “it is highly unlikely” that requiring a school to provide one-on-one attention to a student
with disabilities “could constitute an undue burden or a fundamental alteration” of the school’s
program, and the second is that precluding a student with disabilities from access to programs
and appropriate accommodations can constitute irreparable harm and serve as the basis for
injunctive relief. 

Although the “undue burden” threshold is high, a court assessing any particular
placement or accommodation could deem it overly burdensome and disallow it, as the court was
willing to do in Timothy H.  But Section 504 and ADA are anti-discrimination statutes, which
seek to assure a level playing field, and there is reason to believe that the very uniqueness of
many charter school programs may serve to raise the bar even higher.  At a minimum, the
Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights (OCR) stated in its recent publication,
“Applying Federal Civil Rights Laws to Public Charter Schools,” that “[c]onsistent with civil
rights requirements, students with disabilities must be provided a range of choices in programs
and activities that is comparable to that offered to students without disabilities.”   Moreover,
OCR determined in a 1990 opinion that when school districts offer varying curricula or
instructional techniques, such as inter-district transfer programs, and other programs offering
choice within a system, the SEA or LEA must provide students with disabilities a range of
choices, consistent with their IEPs, which are comparable to those offered to students without
disabilities.  Both Heubert and McKinney suggest that such precedents are applicable in the
magnet school context.  Charter schools would seem to fit this mold as well where either (1) a
number of district (non-LEA) charter schools have been authorized to operate in a particular
district; (2) a number of independent LEA charter schools has been authorized to operate within
geographic proximity to one another; or (3) a coalition of independent charter schools has
banded together in order to distribute special education costs in the fashion of a conventional
district, or in the context of a school district with a number of district (non-LEA) charter schools.
 Both Heubert and McKinney maintain that charter schools do fit the mold and that these laws
may apply with particular force to charter schools.   

To illustrate the problem posed by the uniqueness of charters and the financial and
administrative responsibility of school districts to ensure that the charter schools they authorize
provide programs that allow full access to students with disabilities, imagine a number of district
(non-LEA) charter schools within a particular school district -- including a science-focused
school with special resources for accommodating students with cerebral palsy; an arts-intensive
school with special resources for children with vision problems; and a school emphasizing
technology with special resources for children with autism.  If a student with autism sought to go
to the arts school, but instead was given a seat in the technology-oriented school solely because
of her disability, this could well be a violation of Section 504.  In this scenario, simply having
access to the overall choice system would not be enough to allow the student with disabilities
access to his or her preferred program to the same degree that students without disabilities would
enjoy.  The same could be said if these schools were not all schools within a district but instead
were independent LEA charter schools that have banded together in a coalition for the purpose of
pooling special education resources.  As with the district scenario, if an applicant to one school
were instead offered a seat in another solely because of his disability, it could present equity
issues.  Such concerns may present a challenge to attempts to link-up charter programs as a cost-
effective way to temper their daunting level of accountability for special education services.
Cost Considerations

Another important consideration in assessing the scope of a charter school’s



issues.  Such concerns may present a challenge to attempts to link-up charter programs as a cost-
effective way to temper their daunting level of accountability for special education services.
Cost Considerations

Another important consideration in assessing the scope of a charter school’s
special education obligations concerns the cost of providing appropriate services.  Courts have
consistently held that cost may be a factor where there is a choice between more than one viable
option.  An LEA may consider cost as a factor, however, only when choosing between viable
alternative placements, and cost considerations do not relieve an LEA of the duty to provide
FAPE.  

As the Timothy H. case illustrated, courts are willing to consider the cost of a potential
placement in determining whether it would constitute an undue hardship or a fundamental
alteration of the school’s program.  The court found that forcing a district to pay for a student to
be bused to a distant school in another district would be overly burdensome where the local
district’s program was suitable to meet the child’s special needs.  Similarly, in Barnett v. Fairfax
Cnty School Bd., a district was not required to meet plaintiff’s demand that it provide speech
services at a local school location where, due to limited resources, the district had centralized
speech services at another school within the district.  In Hudson v. Bloomfield Hills Public
Schools, the court found that the only way for plaintiff student with special needs to benefit from
placement at the regular education high school she wished to attend would be to add an entire
special education classroom to the school.  Because the costs would be great and an appropriate
program was available at a different location, the court refused to require the change in
placement.  Again, in each of these cases, cost was merely one factor in the court’s
determination.  

In light of the cases allowing the consideration of cost factoring in placement
determinations, we must emphasize that costs are just one factor courts will consider in
placement rulings, and that in certain instances they will not consider costs at all.  This is
apparently the case with regard to providing FAPE.  In 1993, OCR stated in an opinion letter
 that “the key question in your letter is whether OCR reads into [Section 504’s FAPE
requirement] a ‘reasonable accommodation’ standard, or other [financial] limitation.  The clear
and unequivocal answer to that is no.”
Providing FAPE

It is beyond question that every student with disabilities is entitled to FAPE – a free
appropriate public education – and that charter school students are no exception.  It is less clear
on whose shoulders that obligation rests.  This is an area in which little guidance is yet available.
 Where a charter school is part of a district, the state/district obviously remains obligated to
provide FAPE, but the charter school could be viewed as sharing that responsibility.  Conversely,
an independent LEA charter school clearly has responsibility for providing FAPE, but such
obligations may not be exclusive.  A case can be made that even where a charter school stands
alone, it shares that duty with the state and/or district.  Under the IDEA, Section 504 and ADA,
the SEA retains ultimate responsibility for FAPE, and, as McKinney points out, the federal
government does not monitor LEAs (including charter schools) for compliance with the IDEA –
it monitors only states.  If a state were to allow the placement of a student in a charter school that
could not provide FAPE to a particular child, it would seem that this could be construed as a
violation of its obligations under federal disability law.  Moreover, it is the state that makes the
choice to create charter schools, including those that stand as independent LEAs, and generally
the state (through various possible authorizing entities) that scrutinizes charter school
applications, and approves and authorizes the creation of individual charter schools.   It may be
inappropriate for a state to take no responsibility for the provision of services to students with
disabilities, having exercised its judgment in approving the program and allowing the placement
of students with special needs at a particular charter school.   In this same vein, perhaps charter
authorizers should be accorded a portion of the FAPE responsibility regardless of broader state
obligations.  Again, there is a strong need for guidance in this area.
Pendency

Pendency is a term that refers to the interim placement of a child during a disagreement
between the parents and an LEA over the proper program for  a child with disabilities.  The
IDEA provides that parents who disagree with a proposed placement should not be forced to
simply go along with the disputed program during the pendency of due process proceedings.
 Under certain circumstances the law allows for the placement of a child in an alternate setting
while these issues are addressed.  At least one recent decision addresses how such pendency
provisions apply to charter schools.
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while these issues are addressed.  At least one recent decision addresses how such pendency
provisions apply to charter schools.

In Pottstown School District, a Pennsylvania appeals panel upheld the ruling of a due
process hearing officer holding that parents of a student with Downs Syndrome had a right to
place their child in a charter school as an alternate setting when the district refused to implement
a program they believed to be appropriate for their child.  The district asserted that the parents’
decision to take their child out of a district school and into an independent LEA charter school
severed all obligations they formerly had to provide for the student.  The panel disagreed.   It
found that 1) charter schools can be an acceptable alternate setting; 2) a transfer to a charter
school does not necessarily terminate a district’s obligations under these circumstances; and 3) in
such a situation, a district and an independent LEA charter school could owe a duty for FAPE to
the same student at the same time.  Such an administrative opinion carries limited precedential
value, but the panel’s reasoning may prove influential.  
When Can a Charter School Say “No” --   Two Cases

By way of summing up, we will look quickly at two contrasting cases that together
present the extremes of the sorts of placement circumstances charter schools face.  

The first is Seashore Learning Center Charter School, where an administrative hearing
officer was presented with blatant indications that an independent LEA Texas charter school tried
to avoid serving the needs of a 10-year old student with severe and multiple disabilities.  The
student’s parents claimed that the school failed to assess his disabilities or to implement his IEP,
particularly in the provision of occupational therapy and the removal of architectural barriers.  It
held that the school was required to remedy these deficiencies and provide FAPE to their son.
 The school denied these charges, but stated that any failure to provide appropriate services was
tied to limited resources.  The facts indicated that the school director deliberately deprived the
child of access to the school and told the boy’s mother “Seashore would not pay to make the
improvements needed to implement [her son’s] IEP because they ‘could not afford it.’”
 Consequently, the hearing officer was unequivocal in ruling that “[e]ven though the charter
school was a new facility with limited resources, it was still required to provide FAPE to the
student.”

On the other end of the spectrum is Schwartz v. The Learning Center Academy.  There,
parents of a student with what they described as a “social phobia,” claimed that an independent
LEA Michigan charter school denied the child FAPE by refusing to provide certain services they
requested.  Believing that their son suffered from a social disorder that prevented him from
taking part in classroom instruction, the parents successfully won a place for their son in the
charter school lottery, but then schooled him at his home, drawing on the charter school for 10
hours per week of at-home instruction provided by a teacher from the school.  When they sought
to increase the amount of at-home instruction and related services, the charter school declined –
seeking instead to provide any additional services in a more integrated setting.  The charter
school also pointed out that the student had never been formally evaluated and had neither a
formal diagnosis for the alleged “social phobia” nor an IEP of any kind.  The parents refused to
subject their son to such testing, fearing that it would aggravate his condition.  They brought a
discrimination suit under Section 504 to force the school to comply with their wishes, and the
court found in favor of the charter school.  It stated that if they “wish to take advantage of the
Rehabilitation Act, they must first allow the school to determine whether or not they are entitled
to do so.  In the absence of evidence that the student suffered from a disability, the court refused
to require the charter school to meet the parents’ demands and so dismissed the suit.  

One lesson to be drawn from these cases is fairly straightforward -- charter schools must
provide necessary accommodations, but do not have to provide those for which no necessity has
been shown.   These are, in a sense, “easy” cases because their facts are so extreme, and neither
hinges on the identity of the school as a charter school – these opinions could apply as easily to
conventional public schools.  But they establish precedents for charter schools at the extremes of
their obligations and further case law will hopefully begin to fill in the rest of the spectrum.
 

LIMITS ON EXPOSURE
Although case law is limited, a preliminary pattern can already be seen.  Our research

indicates that, to date, no charter school has suffered the sort of catastrophic consequences
Heubert warns of in his 1997 article -- costly special education obligations have not yet been the
ruin of any independent LEA charter school.  It is possible that this could be due in part to



indicates that, to date, no charter school has suffered the sort of catastrophic consequences
Heubert warns of in his 1997 article -- costly special education obligations have not yet been the
ruin of any independent LEA charter school.  It is possible that this could be due in part to
instances of informal, undocumented  “counseling out” of students who might otherwise have
bankrupted a school.  We have no knowledge of any such instances, but simply note the
possibility.  Regardless, it may just be a matter of time before a charter school is confronted with
a catastrophic special education financing burden.  Recent case law seems to suggest, however,
that courts weigh heavily the disruptive effects of imposing such costs and may be reluctant to
impose them.  At least where traditional districts are concerned, courts have repeatedly declined
to impose extreme financial burdens on schools stemming from parental choice.  The Timothy
H., Urban, Barnett, Hudson, and A.W. opinions all reflect a protectiveness; an unwillingness to
allow a particularly costly placement simply at the behest of parents.  Charter schools, given
their distinctive programs and limited ability to spread resources between schools, may be treated
differently, but these parental choice cases should provide adequate precedent if courts are
inclined to protect charter schools from extreme special education placement costs.  
 

POLICY OPTIONS
The upcoming reauthorization of the IDEA provides an opportunity to address the limits

of charter schools’ special education obligations and to improve policies and practices to enhance
the ability of charter schools to serve students with disabilities effectively.   A number of policy
options seem plausible given our analysis, some of which conflict with each other.  Innovation
and inclusion -- the core values at the nexus of charter schools and special education -- are
separate and very distinct goals, and policies that serve one may come at the expense of the
other.  The same can be said with regard to autonomy and accountability, which are central to
both charter schools and special education, and which sometimes occupy opposite ends of the
spectrum.  Without taking a position on the wisdom or appropriateness of any particular
approach, we present a range of plausible options below.  
Limits on LEA Obligations

Special education obligations can range from significant to potentially devastating for
small LEAs such as independent charter schools.  To the extent that federal and state authorities
want to support charter schools and promote them as sources of school innovation and reform,
they may want to protect them from full, direct applicability of LEA obligations.  This is an
approach taken in several states.

• Joint Responsibility
One way to structure LEA requirements would be to hold states and districts jointly

responsible for the provision of FAPE, particularly where high-cost services are involved.
Massachusetts essentially does this.  Such shared responsibility could be exclusively at the
district level, or could possibly extend to any other charter-authorizing entities in the state who
exercised discretion in granting approval to successful charter applications.  To the extent that
such approval suggests accountability for charter school performance, it may be appropriate to
hold authorizers partially accountable for compliance with the special education responsibilities
of charter schools.  Accountability could be shared in any number of ways to ensure
responsiveness, sufficient oversight and a minimum of overlapping functions as well as to avoid
any gaps in coverage.        

• Eliminate Geographical LEA Presumption
The IDEA definition of LEA seems to presume that the word “local” relates to a

geographical area -- to the local proximity in which a school is located.  It may be that this
concept is unworkable with regard to charter schools -- such as those which offer their program
over the Internet -- whose catchment areas are not defined by district geographical boundaries.
 California and Ohio are among the states that have approved such online charter schools.  

• Insurance
As we have indicated, independent charter schools may bear a daunting level of financial

exposure should they be called upon to provide for the costly needs of even one profoundly
disabled student.  In order to protect independent charters from financial ruin, insurance could be
made available to such charters to stave off bankruptcy.   This could take the form of private
liability insurance and/or a contractual arrangement with an SEA, district or educational service
agency, such as BOCES (Board of Cooperative Educational Services), SELPAs (Special
Education Local Planning Area) or cooperatives.

• No LEA Designation for Charter Schools



agency, such as BOCES (Board of Cooperative Educational Services), SELPAs (Special
Education Local Planning Area) or cooperatives.

• No LEA Designation for Charter Schools
The IDEA and other applicable laws could be changed to provide that charter schools

cannot serve as LEAs for the purpose of special education.   Given the impending reauthorization
of the IDEA next year, all of the IDEA is under reconsideration and the time could be ripe for
such a change.  If this were done, charter schools would not have to worry about onerous special
education costs and responsibilities -- the local district of residence would retain responsibility
for evaluations, IEPs, and services.  Students with disabilities would still have to be included, to
the extent appropriate for each child, in charter school programs, but the school itself would not
bear the financial burden and would bear less of the administrative burden of providing access.
 It should be noted that the higher the degree of state responsibility for charter school students
with disabilities, the lower a charter school’s autonomy would also be.   Were a state to be
completely responsible for charter school students with IEPs, it would no doubt exercise control
over aspects of the school program affecting them and impose substantial monitoring and
reporting requirements on the charter school in connection with this control.  Thus, this policy
option would require delicate balancing in order to co-exist effectively with this core principle of
charter schools.      
Weighted Funding Formulas

To help ensure that charter schools have the financial resources necessary to meet their
special education obligations, states and districts should consider broader use of explicit,
weighted per-pupil funding formulas in allocating resources to charter schools.  Funding
formulas differ significantly from state to state and from district to district, in some cases
providing substantial additional funding, through weighted formulas, for students with
disabilities or other needs such as summer programs, as well as other factors such as the cost of
facilities.  The amount of additional funding for students with disabilities and, thus, the extent to
which charter schools’ actual costs are covered, varies among weighted per-pupil funding
formulas.
 
Clarify Existing Procedural Requirements for New Placements

At present, the full scope of IEP team responsibilities regarding transfer of students with
existing IEPs to charter school programs is not clear.  This issue is central to the question of
under what circumstances an independent (LEA) charter school can say “no” to a student with a
disability because of its inability to adequately meet the student’s needs.  At present, this
determination is typically made following enrollment of a child in the charter school program,
causing disruption and delay in services provided.  Important issues for which clarification is
needed include the following:

• Must parents inform their child’s current IEP team that a new placement is under
consideration, thus allowing an assessment of the appropriateness of the placement?

• May a charter school require parents to disclose that their child has an IEP as a condition of
filing a complete application for enrollment, thus allowing the charter school to request
the child’s current IEP team to assess the placement decision?

As noted earlier, in the case of an initial assessment and placement, the IDEA Regulations
specify that the public agency has 30 days in which to meet to develop an IEP, but they do not
impose a similar time restriction where there is a potential change in placement.
Special Education Consortia/Linkages

In the absence of any change in the allocation of special education obligations for charter
schools, or possibly in tandem with such a change, charter schools may want to explore the
benefits of entering into special education consortia and resources pools.  Such entities currently
exist in California, Texas and the District of Columbia.  These appear to be a promising way of
spreading the costs of providing the wide range of services that any particular school could be
called on to provide, as long as they do not run afoul of the “uniqueness” considerations
discussed above.  As would be the case with increased state responsibility, commitment to and
participation in such consortia and linkages may result in less autonomy for a charter school and
a diminished degree of control over its own program and students, especially where consortia
services are provided by the state.  
Utilizing Avenues for Systemic Change

All three branches of the federal government can change the way special education
obligations apply to charter schools, and proponents of reform of any kind may want to push for



Utilizing Avenues for Systemic Change
All three branches of the federal government can change the way special education

obligations apply to charter schools, and proponents of reform of any kind may want to push for
such change.  The upcoming reauthorization of the IDEA, for example, may provide a real
opportunity for legislative reform.  The new IDEA could adjust special education funding as it
impacts charter schools, modify the allocation of responsibility for special education services in
charter schools, and/or simply provide greater clarity regarding existing obligations.  Individuals
interested in participating in the reauthorization process should consider making their concerns
known to Congress individually or collectively.

On the administrative level, the U.S. Department of Education issues opinions in
response to inquiries by individuals, and these opinions can be authoritative, especially where
there is no statutory or case law on point.  Individuals seeking clarity on a particular point may
find it worthwhile to present a query to the Department.    

Finally, charter school leaders would be wise to pay close attention to developments in
case law interpreting the obligations of charter schools and districts with regard to special
education.  Some may even want consider the possibility of bringing or supporting “high impact”
litigation before federal courts in order to generate more concrete guidance regarding the special
education obligations of charter schools.  The absence of a significant case record makes it
difficult for charter schools to know what is expected of them and to plan accordingly.

 
FINAL THOUGHTS

Charter schools represent an important strategy for increasing the supply of successful schools
and for enhancing student achievement for all students, including those with disabilities.  The
fact is that state charter laws do not address the link between charter schools and special
education with enough specificity to allow for simple implementation by school and district
administrators.  In order to ensure that charter schools are able to fully meet the needs of students
requiring special services, a combination of clarity and cooperation is needed.  As we have
discussed, more clarity is needed as to the scope of the respective obligations of districts and
charter schools.  Cooperation between schools and districts is also essential, regardless of the
ways in which those responsibilities are allocated, in order for student needs to be accurately
identified and adequately met.  
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